USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10210.04

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE VARIOUS AWAY TEAMS CONTINUE TO EXPLORE THE PLANET OF SEGMENTATION
CSO_Taal says:
&::flying shuttle back to Geneva::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: LT. TAAL HAS TAKEN A SINGLE PERSON SHUTTLE TO RETURN TO THE GENEVA AT ITS CURRENT LOCATION
TO_Usimov says:
$::uses scanner to see if there is a way out, other then swimming::
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: packs up everything they used and scans the area ::
CSO_Taal says:
&::picks up Geneva on sensors::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::moving along scanning and following the EO::
CSO_Taal says:
&COM: USS Geneva: This is Lt. Taal to the U.S.S. Geneva requesting permission to embark.
XO_Shras says:
#:: on the porch of the ruins ::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: SEVERAL OF THE AWAY TEAMS ARE FINDING SIMILAR VERTICAL TRANSPORT TUBES FROM THE SURFACE OF THE VARIOUS SEGMENTS
CNS_Bauer says:
$::Scouting the area::
CEO_Stricker says:
$TO/CNS: Report!
TO_Usimov says:
$CEO/CNS: I think there is really no way out of here except to swim to the surface, but how in the world are we going to do that without displacing this water?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@:: adjusts the pack on her back and grumbles to herself about it being heavy:
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@EO: Which way now sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
$TO: We can’t go back through the same way to get out?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: AFTER DECENDING IN THE TUBES, THE AWAY TEAMS THEN FIND THE HORIZONTAL CONNECTORS AND ARE TRANSPORTED TO THE SITE OF AN ENORMOUS WATER RESERVOIR, WHERE THE CEO AND HIS TEAM ARE LOCATED
CSO_Taal says:
<Lt>COM: Shuttle: Permission granted.
EO_Chapu says:
@JFCO:  I'm picking up something at 1:30 at 3 meters.  You got that on your scanner?
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::currently reading data from collected from the medical probe::
CSO_Taal says:
&::flies shuttle into shuttle bay::
CNS_Bauer says:
$CEO: Is it possible this planets power source is hydro?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@EO: Just registered. Looks like it's over there near that opening.
CSO_Taal says:
::exits shuttle and heads for the bridge::
TO_Usimov says:
$CNS: No, that car does not have a reverse; besides, it seems that all the away teams will be meeting us here, they are all coming down various tubes.
XO_Shras says:
#:: finds and use the transporter tube ::
CEO_Stricker says:
$CNS: In what way Lieutenant?
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slowly turns and moves in that direction :: JFCO: True.  Let's go over there.
TO_Usimov says:
$CEO/CNS: Something is definitely pulling everyone to this place, do either of you have any idea what that might be?
CNS_Bauer says:
$TO: I think we should think about the exit..... For when the time comes.
CSO_Taal says:
::enters bridge::
CMO_Tunik says:
% <SEC> CMO: What are we going to do now sir? We've received the data we needed.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::walks to the opening and looks inside:: EO: It looks like some kind of tunnel Lt. Shall we go inside and take a look?
CSO_Taal says:
::doesn't see any senior officers::
XO_Shras says:
# :: locates the other away teams and walks toward them ::
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: Have you been here for long?
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: scans the opening ::  JFCO:  Let's take it slow and easy.
TO_Usimov says:
$XO: Welcome to this place, wherever we are.
CNS_Bauer says:
$::Notices the arrival of other crew::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::smiles:: EO: Of course Lt. after you.
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::thinks:: SEC: We contact Commander Shras. ::taps combadge:: *XO*: Tunik to Commander Shras.
CEO_Stricker says:
$XO: No sir.... we are trying to figure out away to get across this area of water. I told my team not to cross, just in case.
CNS_Bauer says:
$:: Begins to collect data on wall of water before him::
XO_Shras says:
$CEO: Have you been able to scan it far enough to see if it holds any dangers?
EO_Chapu says:
@:: looks back at the JFCO :: JFCO:  Gee, I was thinking of you going first.  :: Chuckles as he starts moving in ::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::rolls her eyes and laughs:: EO: I know sir, the junior officers are the first to die.
TO_Usimov says:
$All: Does anyone have any idea what is pulling us all to this one spot?  There has to be something, since we are all being drawn to the same place.
CNS_Bauer says:
$::Scanning for life forms or energy signatures from water::
CEO_Stricker says:
$XO: We have been conducting some surveys Commander. TO/CNS: Is there anything you can tell the XO about the water source?
CNS_Bauer says:
$CEO: Not a thing except it has a saline content.
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: Commander? I've returned to the ship. What are your orders?
CNS_Bauer says:
$XO: I'm not sure our equipment is having luck with this... well..... technology?
TO_Usimov says:
$CEO/XO: At the present time the only thing I can tell him is that we cannot touch the water as it is being held by a force field.  Also, there is no way out that I can see, and we are all being drawn to this same place.
XO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Welcome back lieutenant, you can begin by getting to your station and tell me if you can scan the area around me
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: watching his scanner, he stops and scans the left & right wall ::
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: Acknowledged.
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::didn't get a response:: SEC: I can't get a response from Commander Shras. Hmm... I wonder if I can contact any of the other away teams now. ::taps combadge twice:: *CEO*: Tunik to Commander Stricker.
CSO_Taal says:
::returns to station, scans area around the XO::
CEO_Stricker says:
$XO/TO/CNS: I think we should attempt to cross the source but I'll need a volunteer in that is going to happened and I also need your permission Commander Shras.
CEO_Stricker says:
$*CMO*: Go ahead Doctor!
CNS_Bauer says:
$TO: Ok so we are all here.... why?  Do you think we will be greeted by our host soon?
TO_Usimov says:
$CNS: I have no idea why we are all here, but I have a feeling that once everyone is in this spot, that our host will appear, don't you feel that way?
CMO_Tunik says:
% *CEO*: I have finished my medical scans. I received no response from Commander Shras. Is everything alright on your end?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@:;looks around the tunnel and makes her way down it:: EO: I think I hear something sir.
TO_Usimov says:
$::scans some more to see what is around other than all this water::
CNS_Bauer says:
$CEO: I'll volunteer if we can learn a bit more first.... but the force fields?
OPS_Cailand says:
$::walks around, observing the surroundings, looking for some evidence of the language::
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Can't we get around it?
CEO_Stricker says:
$*CMO*: Commander Shras is currently with me, we're at a water source.
TO_Usimov says:
$CEO: If I may, sir? XO: No, at the present time the only way out is THROUGH it.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: concentrates his hearing as he follows the JFCO ::
CMO_Tunik says:
% *CEO*: Have you encountered any life forms yet?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@EO: Sounds like water I think. Do you hear it?
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: I'm reading an abundance of hydrogen-oxygen bonded molecules.
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: Do we have a boat or something to get across the lake with?
CEO_Stricker says:
$XO; My teams say that we can not and the CNS has volunteer to go into the water but after we have completed our survey's Commander
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: hears the trickling of the water :: JFCO :  I think so.  :: checks his tricorder :: . . . . . Take the next right.
XO_Shras says:
$*CSO*: Water is fine lieutenant, no need to get over descriptive
CEO_Stricker says:
$*CMO*: No Doc, we haven't at all. It's a ghost town down here.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@:;picks up the pace and hurries past the EO:: EO: C'mon sir.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: follows the JFCO ::
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: Well, perhaps if this were ordinary water. I'm also reading an abundance of sodium bonded molecules. Sodium Chloride, Sodium Nitride to name a few.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::rounds the corner and sees the ocean of water and the other teams:: EO: Look sir, we've found the other teams. ::waves::
TO_Usimov says:
$::waves back::
CMO_Tunik says:
% *CEO*: Thank you Commander. I will contact you again shortly. Tunik out. ::presses combadge::
CNS_Bauer says:
$::Looks for similar writings like on the door before, around the walls::
TO_Usimov says:
$<Self>: There is definitely something peculiar about this.
CEO_Stricker says:
$XO: We haven't anything to get across sir. I think we're going to have to get wet sir.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: rounds the corner and nearly crashes into the JFCO; instead, he tumbles backwards onto his back missing his head hitting the wall ::
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: Commander, I believe I can get a better reading if I were to join the away team.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
@::catches Chapu as he falls:: EO: Careful Lt. I wouldn't want you to hurt yourself. Let's go and check in with Cmdr. Shras. He's just over there.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: So once again sir, there is other way to get across other then us walking through,
CMO_Tunik says:
% SEC: I suggest we join the rest of the teams. ::presses combadge:: *CNS*: Lieutenant Bauer. What are your current coordinates?
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: Is all the away teams here now?
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: My team is with me, is all yours?
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: Yes sir, my team of the TO and CNS are accounted for sir!
TO_Usimov says:
#::wondering just what is happening::
CNS_Bauer says:
#*CMO*: Not really sure. If you find a transport hop on I think you will find us.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
#::drags the EO over to the XO::XO: Sir, reporting in.
EO_Chapu says:
# :: pulls himself up :: JFCO:  True.  :: looks around ::
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::blinks:: *CNS*: A transport? There are transports on this planet?
XO_Shras says:
#*CSO*: Lieutenant, please join us now
CSO_Taal says:
*XO*: Aye sir.
CSO_Taal says:
::heads to Transporter Room 1 and beams down::
CNS_Bauer says:
#*CMO*: Affirmative.  I am here with Commander Shras.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
#::whispers:: EO: You can report in sir, and I'll just move out of the way for now. ::smiles and backs up::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::raises an eyebrow, overhearing the CNS and walks over to Bauer:: CNS: I can direct him to one, as I can now read their language..... fairly well. ::she offers.... out of kindness..... a rarity::
CSO_Taal says:
#::raises eyebrow::
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Fascinating.
EO_Chapu says:
#XO: Commander Shras, my team is reporting in, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
#*CMO*: His team arrived near ours.  We are underground next to a water supply or something.
CSO_Taal says:
#::takes a sample of water::
CEO_Stricker says:
#EO: Good to see you!
XO_Shras says:
#CSO: I thought you’d say so
CNS_Bauer says:
#OPS: Thanks, take over.
CMO_Tunik says:
% *Geneva Computer*: Computer... lock on to Lieutenant Bauer's coordinates and transport me one meter from his position.
EO_Chapu says:
#CEO: Same here, sir. :: nods ::
TO_Usimov says:
#::waits for the rest of the crew to meet up with us::
CMO_Tunik says:
% *Geneva Computer*: Correction. Transport my team to the designated position. Energize 
CSO_Taal says:
#::starts scanning surrounding water::
XO_Shras says:
:: looks around and sees everyone gathering ::
CEO_Stricker says:
#All: We don't know too much about this water source. I will sacrifice myself by walking into the water to see what it will do.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looking over Lt. Taal’s shoulder::
EO_Chapu says:
#:: continues to look at the XO until he acknowledges his presence ::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Ok, since we all ended here, I suppose it is a special kind of place
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Indeed.
TO_Usimov says:
::nods at what the XO is saying::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gives Commander Shras attention::
EO_Chapu says:
:: listens in to the XO, since he is right there ::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: TWO STRANGE CREATURES SEEM TO APPEAR OUT OF ALMOST NOWHERE
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: Welcome back, I did miss you.
XO_Shras says:
ALL: So we will get across this wa.......
Moldar says:
::slithers around a corner of the tunnel and comes face to face with the Geneva crew  and stands as tall as possible glaring at them::
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Commander!
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Nobody moves....
CSO_Taal says:
::scans the creatures::
TO_Usimov says:
::gulps and moves backwards:: 
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees creatures appear. Places self in front of Shras::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THEIR APPEARENCE IS VERY STRANGE, MOLLUSK LIKE, COMPLETE WITH LONG, SLENDER TENTACLES AND STRANGE CAT-LIKE EYES
CEO_Stricker says:
All: What the..... ::Looks at the creatures::
CMO_Tunik says:
 %::blinks:: SEC: Were you aware of any problems with the transporters before we came down here?
TO_Usimov says:
::takes out scanner to see just what THEY are::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns and gets into a fighting stance ::
Host Salarma says:
::follows Moldar closely::
Moldar says:
::waves her tentacles slowly as if to beckon them closer::
XO_Shras says:
:: Advances slowly toward the aliens, his palm toward them in a sign of peace ::
CSO_Taal says:
::Whispers:: XO: They are mollusk like.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks Mollusk with tentacles --I was right::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE CREATURES APPEAR TO USE A COMBINATION OF PHYSICAL SIGNS AND AUDIBLE SOUNDS, BUT THERE IS MORE
CMO_Tunik says:
%*Geneva Computer*: Transport my team and I one meter from Lieutenant Bauer's coordinates... now.
XO_Shras says:
Aliens: I am Commander Shras of the Starship USS Geneva of the United Federation of Planets; we come in peace and mean you no harm...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Watches them with fascination::
OPS_Cailand says:
::advances behind the XO, immediately intrigued, and wanting to hear their language....communicate with them in it....::
CMO_Tunik says:
% <SEC> ::blinks at the CSO::
Moldar says:
~~~All: Who are you and why are you here?~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks, wanting to respond, but knows that is not her place....::
CSO_Taal says:
ALL: Fascinating. ::analyzes scans::
CNS_Bauer says:
~~~Moldar: We are explorers.~~~
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Try to analyze their language and make a quick update of our translators
Moldar says:
::motions to Salarma to move in closer::
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: You were not invited here and have no business interfering here~~~
CSO_Taal says:
ALL: Their cerebral frontal lobe is capable of telepathic communication.
EO_Chapu says:
:: relaxes his stance ::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: They want us to leave.
XO_Shras says:
CSO: In fact assist Lieutenant Cailand
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: We weren't invited here?  You pulled us here; we were not coming to the center of the planet on our own.
Moldar says:
~~~All: I would advise you to leave this planet NOW!~~~
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::waits... shakes his head:: SEC: We'll have to take the long way.
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE THOUGHTS FROM THE COUNSELOR CAUSE PAIN TO THE CREATURES, WHO SEEM TO FLINCH AT THE THOUGHT
OPS_Cailand says:
::clears her throat quietly:: XO: I already have figured out the context of their language.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Yes, sir.
Moldar says:
::lashes out a tentacle at the counselor::
CMO_Tunik says:
%::starts the trek for their transporter site at fast walking speed::
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Somehow we are causing them pain.
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: Your primitive thought patterns are painful to us; do you mean to wage your wars amongst us?~~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::shoves the CNS out of the way::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees that communicating telepathically is causing them stress::
EO_Chapu says:
:: wonders who and what they are ::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: They don't seem to ear us....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Falls to ground in surprise::
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: I do not think they can understand spoken word
Moldar says:
::advances on the group her tentacles now waving wilding in the air:: ~~~All: You must leave this place. Your thoughts are too painful to our kind. Leave now!~~~
XO_Shras says:
Aliens: We mean you no harm; but we will defend ourselves if you attack....
OPS_Cailand says:
::focuses her mind and attempts to speak out in the aliens' language, taking one more step forward from the group:: Salarma: I...am a student...of culture. Of language..... Show me how to talk with you.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Commander I believe it’s a combination of the telepathy, hand signals and sounds that make up their language to be understandable.
CMO_Tunik says:
%<SEC> ::panting... since he can hardly keep up with the MO who seems to be more fit than usual, his fast walk is faster than he can run::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Doesn't think that was called for::
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: Why have you come here? Do you intend to interfere with the surface dwellers???? They are in our care and we will defend their survival~~~ :: gestures with tentacles::
XO_Shras says:
CSO: I think we can do something about this; have a portable holo-projector transported here....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slowly moves closer to the CEO :: CEO: :: whispers :: Who are these things?
OPS_Cailand says:
::casts the CNS a look of apology...briefly...::
Moldar says:
::looks at Salarma and nods slowly::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets up and fades into the background::
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Aye sir.
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Do you think you can quickly program one to be able to translate our speech in projections....?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: We have been looking for them actually. They are the being that once inhabited this planet.
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::has medical tricorder stretched in front of him... trying to pick up away team life signs... is only one hundred meters from transport site::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Zach, don't worry, she can speak their language.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: It's possible; scans indicate that their synaptic patterns are more complex than our own.
Moldar says:
::moves to the OPS officer and slides her tentacle over her arm as if to check her out::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: Good thing, huh?
CSO_Taal says:
*USS Geneva*: Transport a holo-projector to my coordinates.
CEO_Stricker says:
Alien: I am interested in you world and am a scholar if history. When did you build your cities? What was your culture like? We would all love to know what happened to you planet and your civilization.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks down at the tentacle, but doesn't move...she shows no evidence of fear on her face, and is merely curious and wanting to learn::
CSO_Taal says:
::holo-projector is transported::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Yes, especially since the telepathy is painful to them.
XO_Shras says:
CSO: We cannot make telepathy artificially but we can make signs and sounds....
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: These things did?
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: I got that loud and clear Kat. I'm sorry, ok.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks back up at the alien, eyes soft and curious....she still does not move, and says nothing::
CSO_Taal says:
::starts to program the holo-projector::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Don't be sorry, Zach, it is just good that there is someone here that can speak to them in their own language.
Moldar says:
::taps the OPS officer's face and moves around her examining her structure::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: I agree.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: We have been looking for them. I was interested in their Architecture and literature
CSO_Taal says:
::scans the XO, and uploads the data in the holo-projector::
OPS_Cailand says:
::allows herself to be examined, beckoning the crew to be quiet with her eyes fierce::
CSO_Taal says:
::turns on the holo-projector and an image of the XO appears::
TO_Usimov says:
::stands next to Zach very quietly::
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Make it a reproduction of their anatomy so it can make the same body language as them...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Wishes to be left alone to sulk and lick his wounds::
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::finds a transport... blinks:: SEC: This must be the transport Lieutenant Bauer was referring to. Hop on. ::gets in the transport::
TO_Usimov says:
::Watches Raine speak to the mollusks::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Did we know that they inhabited this planet when we landed?
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Is the counselor severely wounded?
Moldar says:
::as she comes around her tentacle slaps the OPS officer:: ~~~OPS: Can you understand me?~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::moves away from Zach as he seems to be sulking::
CSO_Taal says:
::creates an uplink with the holo-projector with the tricorder. Scans the aliens and sends the data to the holo-projector::
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns her head slowly back after absorbing the impact with a whip of her head..... She matches her eyes to the... creature...:: ~~~Moldar: Yes.~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::is sure to speak as close to their language as she possibly can::
CMO_Tunik says:
 %::taps combadge once the transport starts moving:: *CNS*: Tunik to Lieutenant Bauer. I have found a transport. What is your current status?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: No but as we searched this planet we discovered their civilization and came up with a rough look for these beings.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: I'm having a problem with the syntax. Perhaps Lt. Cailand could be of more assistance.
OPS_Cailand says:
::ignores the CSO and XO.... mostly.....::
CMO_Tunik says:
% <SEC> ::finds all of this exciting:: Self: Cool.
Moldar says:
~~~OPS: Take the little one away. He hurts us with his insignificant attempts to reach us.~~~
Host Salarma says:
::comes to a realization that these creatures are not really all that dangerous and moves towards the counselor:: ~~~ CNS: You are called Counselor? What is "Counselor?" ~~~
EO_Chapu says:
:: Nods to the CEO's comment ::
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Let's test it now....the program will adapt....
XO_Shras says:
Aliens (through the holo-projector): Can you understand what I am saying to you?
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: Cailand is communicating with two mollusk-like creatures.
CNS_Bauer says:
Salarma: Someone who helps.
CSO_Taal says:
::monitors the holo-projector and watches it make hand signals::
EO_Chapu says:
:: watches what is happening between the Aliens and the Geneva  crew ::
OPS_Cailand says:
~~~Moldar: He means no harm.... They did not take the time to study the writings found in buildings as I did... they can learn, but with their species, patience is of the essence.~~~
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: We understand~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::moves further from the CNS::
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::blinks:: Self: Mollusk creatures on this planet. Hmm. They were probably wiped out in my universe. ::shakes head:: *CNS*: I will be there shortly.
CEO_Stricker says:
Moldar: Can you understand me at all?
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: Though your methods are primitive and vulgar to us~~~
Moldar says:
::slaps OPS again:: ~~~OPS: Are you a female?~~~
XO_Shras says:
Aliens: I am Commander Shras of the Starship USS Geneva, from the United Federation of Planets...
XO_Shras says:
Aliens: We come in peace; we are explorers and mean you no arm...
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and stands strong, raising her head slightly:: ~~~Moldar: Yes. Why do you slap me?~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::thinks there are too many people talking all at once::
CSO_Taal says:
::whispers:: EO: Mr. Chapu, I'm having a slight problem with the data uplink. I could use your assistance.
CMO_Tunik says:
% *CNS*: Tunik out. ::presses combadge and eyes the security officer:: SEC: Another race of lifeforms has contacted the other away teams.
Moldar says:
::moves back:: ~~~OPS: I wish only to examine a female of your species before you leave us. ~~~
EO_Chapu says:
:: nods and moves over to the holo-projector;  takes out his tricorder to locate the problem ::
XO_Shras says:
:: Stands there, completely ignored by the aliens.... ::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Are you ok? Is this being harming you?
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost laughs, and motions to TO Usimov:: ~~~Moldar: She is also a female, but we are of different species. Does your species have genders?~~~ ::her eye twinkles slightly, a hint of a smile at her lips.... yes, this is what she loves. This is what she was supposed to be doing....::
CSO_Taal says:
EO: Data uplink is only at 75% efficiency.
CMO_Tunik says:
% ::steps off transport and starts a fast jog toward the away team... which he now sees on his medical tricorder::
OPS_Cailand says:
::holds up her head to the CEO, speaking quietly over her shoulder, her voice soft and light:: CEO: My nose has been broken by the best.
Moldar says:
::raises a tentacle at the XO:: ~~~OPS: He is a male of your species?~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::nods to Raine, and thinks: “why is she signaling me out?”::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: I can help you? I've got a med-kit.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods:: ~~~Moldar: He is.... but not of my species. He is also another species...~~~
CMO_Tunik says:
% <SEC> ::runs... trying to keep up with the CMO:: Self: I always wondered why the doctor jogged every morning.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks over at the CEO, shaking her head 'no' slightly:: CEO: There is no immediate endangerment to me. My nose is not broken....
XO_Shras says:
Aliens: Well when you feel like communicating with me I'll be waiting for ya
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes out a tool from the ENG pack and runs it over the projector ::
CSO_Taal says:
::watches the hologram flicker::
OPS_Cailand says:
::tilts her head at the XO:: ~~~Moldar: He is what we call an Andorian. I am a Vulcan/Betazoid hybrid.~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
Moldar: My name is Timothy. I am just helping my friend here. My father was human and my mother was a Romulan. OPS: Are you sure? I'd like to talk to the being as well.
CMO_Tunik says:
::feet splashing in the water... stops running as he hears voices:: SEC: Sounds familiar. ::turns corner and sees the crew::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE GENEVA SLOWLY COME TO THE REALIZATION THAT THEIR MINDS HAVE BEEN DEEPLY SCANNED, MOST LIKELY FROM THE MOLLUSK CREATURES IN FRONT OF THEM
CSO_Taal says:
ALL: Curious... 
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the doctor::
Moldar says:
::nods and moves off back to Salarma::
XO_Shras says:
:: cross his arms on his chest and just look the aliens, waiting for some attention ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns her head as the CMO approaches, then turns back to the mollusk creature, knowing that it knows all of her secrets now.... and she hopes that they are not brought into the open.....::
CSO_Taal says:
CMO: Doctor.
CMO_Tunik says:
<SEC> ::relieved he no longer has to run::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE DEEP SCANS SOMEWHAT LOWER EACH PERSON'S ENERGY LEVEL BUT ARE OTHERWISE NOT HARMFUL
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: I am present.
EO_Chapu says:
:: replaces the tool and grabs another, running it over the projector ::
OPS_Cailand says:
~~~Moldar: You have learned of us.... now what may be learned of you?~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::whispers:: CMO: Doctor, I believe we've been scanned. Your expertise would be most helpful.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Starts taking a deep breath:: CMO; I feel sleepy all of the sudden.
TO_Usimov says:
::feeling a little worn out, moves back toward Zach::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks "how rude," to scan someone without consent::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: I think they have scanned our minds; it has left me rather weak.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks around at the crew:: ~~~Moldar: Your mental scans have tired them..... Why? What are the biochemical effects?~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
::Notices Kat::
Host Salarma says:
~~~CNS: Thank you for letting us see into you, we now know your intentions are peaceful. We will allow you to continue to explore this world, with one provision....~~~~
EO_Chapu says:
:: places that tool back into the ENG kit and closes it;  presses some buttons his tricorder ::
XO_Shras says:
Salarma: Can I talk with you?
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks and points his medical tricorder at the crew:: Self: Intriguing. ::hears his voice echoing through the tunnel he just finished running through... steps away::
Moldar says:
~~~OPS: We are benevolent. We protect those here with us. You must not interfere with them.~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
Salarma: Conditions being?
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods:: ~~~Moldar: I understand. May I ask why?~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to the creatures, confused and wondering why they did that ::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Tell that being her scans have made me sleepy.... also you got to ask them about their culture, books, buildings and anything you can find.... ::Takes a deep breath:: I need to sit down....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Gets up ::  CSO: Well, that'll do it.
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: You are in no way to interfere or interact with the surface dwellers... they are our "charges" whom we are guiding back to the civilization they once were before the cataclysm~~~
Moldar says:
~~~All: Your thoughts are primitive and cluttered. You offer us nothing of substance.~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::walks toward the CEO::
CSO_Taal says:
::checks the holo-projector uplink::
CSO_Taal says:
EO: It's at 99.4%.
TO_Usimov says:
CEO: Sir, are you all right?
OPS_Cailand says:
::lays a hand on the CEO's shoulder, concerned for him slightly:: CEO: Sit slowly, deep breaths. If I lay my hand on your shoulder, you can understand what they are saying to me...... and I to them.... Is this acceptable?
XO_Shras says:
Salarma: Our own rules forbid us to make contact with them, we will thus not interfere
Host Salarma says:
~~~All: Go the way you came, in peace, but beware, if we find you have tampered with the surface dwellers, you will not continue~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
TO: I'm feeling really tired Lieutenant. I think they scanned my mind which is mostly of historical info and engineering technicalities.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks back to the aliens:: ~~~Moldar: Yes, you are quite advanced. I admire your writing.... can you demonstrate for me how it is written? ~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::turns off holo-projector as no one is using it::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at Salarma in disbelief that she would dare refer to a Vulcan as primitive... then remembers... "where" and supposedly... "who" he is::
EO_Chapu says:
CSO: Well, it'll be fine for now, for a while.  :: Moves back towards the CEO ::
Moldar says:
~~~All: Contact our charges and you will be destroyed!~~~
CSO_Taal says:
EO: Thank you.
TO_Usimov says:
CEO: Sir, they did that to all of us.  I too am feeling a little weak.
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE WORDS OF THE MOLLUSK CREATURES PENETRATE DEEPLY INTO THE MINDS OF THE CREW AND THEY KNOW THAT THEY WILL NEVER SURVIVE IF THEY VIOLATE THEIR OWN PRIME DIRECTIVE
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks -- Sure Stricker gets a hand on the shoulder, I get thrown to the ground like last nights leftovers::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: What was that?
Moldar says:
::turns and disappears as suddenly as she came::
OPS_Cailand says:
::yes....he did feel that, as she is in direct physical contact with CEO, her mind projected it.... hmm....::
Host Salarma says:
ACTION: THE CREATURES MOVE AWAY FROM THE CREW OFTHE GENEVA, SEEMINGLY INTO THE VAPOR THAT SURROUNDS THEM
TO_Usimov says:
::watches the mollusks disappear as quickly as they appeared::
Host Salarma says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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